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On June 29, it was an outdoor day to get
to know the city and its legends more
broadly, introducing us to many of the

city's secrets by visiting the
archaeological scene, which was

interesting to its ancient historical mosaic
figures. 



Presentations by

participants from the

three countries 
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We take social cohesion seriously!
This week of activities, workshops

and fun perfectly fits into our
mission of bringing closer different
cultures in a welcoming and non-

formal way, while keeping our goal
for better education in different

aspects, such as the environment,
the entrepreneurship, the

digitalisation and the sustainability. 
Our work spans also in many

European projects which youth can
use in their growth, such as the

European Solidarity Corps

CCIF Cyprus 
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Cyprus environmental
challenges

Our island is subject to the challenges of climateإ
change as much as many other places:

desertification and the protection of the marine
environment -with the notable example of turtles-
and a better waste recycling system are among the

main aspects
Through a small storytelling experience, we

explored how we’re living in our countries and
which challenges and problems we face in our

routines, finding that many of them are
environment-related



Digital Public
Services

Our group presented how digitalization is
analyzed in the EU in the public assistance

sector, divided into many sections which ensure
residents have the best, quickest and most

effective experience with their administrations.



you can now help the
environment, adopt 3

solutions

Wind energy
composters
electric transport
public transport
solar energy panels
deforestation
reduce carbon
tree planting
no testing on animals
fines for non cleaners
shelters
take a bag to the store
no plastic bottles
choosable boxes



The uptake of AI technologies in the
European Union, enterprises can be
grouped in three groups: the
‘adopters’ (42%) who are currently
using at least one AI technology, the
‘non-adopters’ (40%) who do not
currently use AI nor intend to use any
of the AI technologies (at least in the
following two years) and those
enterprises, who have plans to adopt
AI in the next two years, however they
are currently not using AI solutions
(18%).
The Digital Compass target7 requires
that more than 75% of EU companies
adopt AI technology by 2030. 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
GET READY 4 THE FUTURE

 

Lithuania
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problem solving

ways;

global environmental
issues;

 



Intercultural Happy Hour
 

Enough talking about us! The groups
from Georgia and Lithuania brought

many exquisite products from home, as
well as insights, trivia and history of
their traditions. We even danced and

played a quiz game on what we’ve
learned from them. A perfect ending of

the day!
 LETSLETS

DANCEDANCE

happyhappyhappy
hourhourhour



The Program of the
Campaign

 Why are we here? Youth is passionate about
understanding and making the world in which

we live a better place compared to how we
received it from the past generation. In this
exchange, the groups are going to design a

social media campaign which will be the tool to
bring home the knowledge learned and spread
awareness to their peers. Many different types
of media have been used and then published

on the Instagram page @planetyouth2022.
 

إضافة عنوان



!In setting up tents, I'll volunteer

The Logo
A creative competition has been made to decide the

logo of our Instagram page, and of the campaign.
After the different groups have submitted their works,

either in pen and paper or on the phone, the same
youngsters voted their favourite. This is the most

!voted, and the official logo of the campaign
 

The Parts of the Campaign
After the logo competition, it’s time to create the actual

!campaign
First of all, Lilas explained the important phases of a

successful campaign, helping the people to decide their
target group, the subjects of the campaign and the

messages to convey
Then, the groups decided their favourite medium to use

in their campaign
 



and the winning
logo is........



Digital and Green Tech by Dr Ieva
To design an efficient campaign and be

able to spread awareness to our peers, it’s
necessary to have at least some theoretical

knowledge of what we want to change in
the world. That’s why during this day Dr

Ieva enlightened us on the challenges and
opportunities of using the digital transition

as a powerful tool to reduce our
environmental footprint and optimize our

waste and efforts. The groups also
managed to look first-hand some of the
aspects of the digital services given and

analyzed by the EU in Member Countries
.and make small presentations about them

 



The Youthpass Workshop
 

This youth exchange is not only a fun
way to visit a new country, meet new

people and learn and share views on the
environment, but also an important
piece to build young people’s careers
and CVs with new skills! The Georgian

group’s leader, Tamta Jinjolava,
explained to us what is youthpass,

which are its aims and how will this
week help them building it

 

Georgia



Environmental School Activity and the Haiku Method
After so intense work on theory, the afternoon has been

spent relaxing and reflecting in a more creative and
poetic way on the environment. The Lithuanian girls and
boys gave us an important introduction to Haiku poetry
and their strong connection with nature, then it’s been
our turn! Everybody wrote haikus in our language or

English and then shared them with their peers,
exchanging also more sweet and gentle insights and in

takes on nature and its importance
 

HaikuHaiku



Participants were invited
to create their own haiku

and make a little
illustration for it

3lines
~17  word syllables

Im like a lonely flower petal,
 lost in the mind by Evita



The Green Quiz by the Pool

After this hard work, the girls and boys
have well deserved their rest and fun by

the pool…but sticking to the theme of the
!week: sustainability

Mauro hosted a very peculiar quiz game with
questions and bonuses which spanned all

the aspects of the environment’s protection,
pollution and recycling. Glory and prizes for

the winners, but those who lost…got
!themselves refreshed into the pooll

 
 



 Sculpted the

connection between

nature and human with

our own hands.



 
The Activities

(!Many activities have been designed (and tried
during this step of our campaign, from

recycling competitions to challenges of not
using plastic and other materials to feel the

difference
 

The Video Advertisings, tik tok, videos for the
PlaNet campaign are in the fb page of CCIF

Cyprus
Also an actual advertising of our effort to

spread awareness on the effects of our
pollution and materials’ waste has been

 created
 
.
 
 



In the project “Protecting planet starts with you” we did a
lot of amazing activities: we made digital logos, we
discussed the environmental issues and a lot more stuff. 

For the project we traveled to an amazing city called
Paphos, Cyprus. We meet a lot of new amazing people,
made a lot of friendships and learned about environmental
issues, that we didn’t know before. 

Today I am in the amazing city Paphos, we have many
activities with great volunteers Mauro, Marco and Lilas, that
are teaching us new things about environment. 

“Protecting the planet starts with you” is a project in which
we learn about environmental issues, we are generating
ideas and the solutions, we are making new friends and last,
but not least we are exploring the beautiful city Paphos.

For the project “Protecting planet starts with you” we
learned that there is even more environmental problems in
the whole world than we all thought, so me and all the
participants are really happy to be in Paphos with all the
amazing people.

Testimonials



Having the opportunity to express yourself is one of the best
feelings in the world, and the project “Protecting planet
starts with you” is a really great experience for me and all
my classmates, because here we can speak, discuss,
brainstorm, and learn new things. 

In the project “Protecting the planet starts with you” we
learned about environmental problems, getting to know
new cultures, meeting amazing people, and also learning
about all of the opportunities for volunteering that EU can
suggest. 

For a whole week I and my classmates are spending our
summer vacation in the beautiful city of Paphos. Here we
are learning new things about environmental problems,
learning how to digitalize our ideas, create logos, and make
new friendships.

A few days before me and my classmates had a long
journey from Lithuania from Paphos, but it was a worth it,
because now we are having fun, learning new things and
also expressing ourselves in every possible way. Love this
new experience.

Testimonials



PlaNet Youth Exchange is
an extraordinary journey

to protect the
environment!!

FIND OUT MORE

TIK TOKS

By CCIF Cyprus

 

& JUC, YCG



A sentence of
your storybook

thank you great
teams

https://www.ccifcyprus.com/

https://www.facebook.com/promotesocialinclusion/

https://www.instagram.com/ccifcyprus/?hl=en

https://www.linkedin.com/company/cross-cultural-

international-foundation-cyprus-ccifc/
https://twitter.com/CcifCyprus


